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Valentino has  added a new hire to its  team. Image credit: Valentino
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Today in luxury:

Sebastian Suhl is joining Valentino

Sebastian Suhl is joining Valentino as the new managing director of global markets, starting in January and
reporting to chief executive officer Stefano Sassi, WWD has learned.

Click here to read the entire article on Women's Wear Daily

Ivanka Trump, Italy's Aquazzura end "Wild Thing" shoe lawsuit

Italian shoemaker Aquazzura has dismissed its lawsuit accusing Ivanka Trump of stealing the design of its  "Wild
Thing" stiletto-heeled shoe for her own, less-expensive "Hettie" model, reports Reuters.

Click here to read the entire article on Reuters

Italian luxury group Zegna tailors its cloth to suit millennials

Ermenegildo Zegna, the Italian men's luxury group, is hoping to lure a new generation of millennial-minded
businessmen for whom the suit and tie risk becoming outdated, with the launch of a "wash and go" luxury merino
wool suit this month, according to the Financial T imes.

Click here to read the entire article on the Financial T imes

The cult designers remaking luxury

To understand how Carol Lim and Humberto Leon have made Kenzo, a Paris -based luxury brand, into a popular
phenomenon, you need to know that neither is a trained designer, says Bloomberg.
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Click here to read the entire article on Bloomberg
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